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he didn’t seem to want to play..
He just wanted to be with people
and soak up all the love he could
get, perhaps because he had 8
years of an unknown past to
make up for. Amy and I did all
we could to make that happen.
We would take him to the dog
park in the afternoons for hours
and hours. He never chased the
balls being thrown and never
played with the other dogs, but
he did make sure to go up to
every single person in the dog
park to get his chin scratched.
When one person was done, he
would just move along to the
next, and the next, and the next
bringing a smile to each person’s
face.
After a month or so of
monitoring Rocco’s condition,
we were asked to provide a write
up for Rocco so he could be adopted. Despite her best
efforts, Amy couldn’t keep Rocco out of her heart. She
had fallen head over heels for him and I had my mind
made up. The day GRREAT asked for the write up to
post on the website was the day we said, sure… our
write up is “we’ll keep him”.
For the next 5 short years, Rocco was a huge part of
our family. He was a quirky dog. We’d take him for
walks, but when it was just one of us, he would walk to
the end of the street then wouldn’t go in any direction
but back to the front door looking for the other one of
us. He always wanted to just be with both of us and that
made us happy. We took him everywhere we went, to
the store, friend’s houses, vacations, even Canada! We
were a threesome, a family who spent time together.
We did everything we could for him. He needed
multiple surgeries for pre-cancerous lumps, and about a
year and a half ago his back legs would no longer let
him do the stairs. So, I carried him upstairs to bed every
night and down in the morning - all 80lbs. When I was
out of town, Amy would sleep on the couch on the first
floor with him to keep him company. We even built a
ramp for him out back so he could get up and down
from the deck easier. He was such a good and loving
dog, anything we could do to make him comfortable and
happy, we would and did do.

Rocco: A Golden With Purpose
by Greg Skinner, GRREAT’s Webmaster
This is the story of Rocco, the dog that helped my wife
and me begin our family and new married life together.
And as it turned out Rocco had another purpose in our
lives…
Two months after we had to put down our first
GRREAT Golden, Hannah, GRREAT called to ask if we
would foster an 8 year old dog named Rocco. Not ready
to deal with the uncertainties of another older dog so
soon, we asked if he had any problems. After vet testing
came up mostly clean, and understanding there was a
manageable health condition (seizures) we agreed to
foster him.
Having just gone through a tough time losing Hannah,
Amy wasn’t ready to start loving another dog, and for a
while, understandably, she couldn’t. I went on the hour
long drive alone to pick him up and meet him for the
first time. He was a little frazzled, but clearly he just
wanted to be loved. After getting him in the car and
getting on the road, Rocco just curled up, put his head
on the armrest and fell right to sleep. I sensed Rocco
was a unique dog from the start.
I got him home to our apartment and settled in. We got
him some toys and balls, but we quickly discovered that
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M a ggi e:

A GRRE A T G O l d e n C a l e nd a r G irl

by Tami Roleff
In 2001, my husband and I adopted a golden retriever
from GRREAT. Her name was Maggie, and she was 3
years old. Maggie was grossly obese, weighing more
than 90 pounds. (We eventually got her down to a svelte
65 pounds.) She had some other issues, as many rescue
dogs do, which we worked with and managed over the
years. When we got Maggie, she knew her name and
"sit" and that was it. She didn't even know how to play
with a ball. By the time she died at age 12, she had
earned her Canine Good Citizen title and an obedience
title, and loved playing with her two younger brothers,
Cruiser and Surfer.
I remember one evening, shortly after we brought
Maggie home from GRREAT, coming home to find ONE
of my slippers in the front hall with Maggie. My other
slipper was upstairs in the bedroom. Maggie missed me
and went upstairs and found my slipper and brought it
downstairs with her to wait for our return. She did this
many times; she never chewed on my slipper or shoe;
she just wanted it near her to comfort her while we were
gone. Maggie was also our “Roo-er.” She would great us
at the door with a toy (or my slipper) in her mouth and
"Roo-roo-roo" at us, with her beautiful tail wagging.

family earlier that year. She and her brothers also went
on two road trips to Seattle from SoCal.) The one
requirement of our house in SoCal was it had to have a
pool, because we couldn’t move somewhere where the
dogs wouldn’t be able to go swimming. Maggie and her
brothers swam in our pool in the summer and took walks
in the desert with us in the winter.
In 2008, we had a big snowstorm, in which about 12-18
inches of snow was dumped on us overnight. The next
day, we went out to play in the snow and I took this
photo of Maggie, which will be featured on the cover of
the 2014 calendar for the Golden Retriever Club of
America. I am thrilled by this honor, and thought
GRREAT would like to know the good news, too. It is
especially exciting to us because, although we thought
Maggie was a beautiful dog, her amber eyes and livercolored nose are definitely not in the standard for golden
retrievers.
Over the course of her nine years with us, Maggie had
four major surgeries: a vulvoplasty to correct her
"plumbing"; TPLO for a torn cruciate ligament; and two
surgeries for bowel obstructions, which we discovered
when Maggie, who was always a chow hound, suddenly
didn't want to eat. We were certain before each of her
abdominal surgeries that the vet would open her up and
find she had cancer, but to our immense relief, one was a
benign tumor that was wrapping around the outside of
her intestine, squeezing it together; and the other
obstruction was caused by a small chip from a bone that
had gotten stuck crossways in her intestine, creating a
blockage. However, the third time in her life that Maggie
didn't want to eat, x-rays showed she had the dreaded
hemangiosarcoma. Maggie died in 2010, at age 12. She
was a sweet dog and we miss her, but we have this
beautiful photo of Maggie.

Maggie loved to go swimming, and she was obsessed
with birds. Put the two together—ducks in a lake—and
Maggie suddenly became “deaf.” We took her and her
younger brother Cruiser (pictured above), who was
added to our family in 2002, on vacation to Maine.
Rather than staying near the ocean, we rented a cabin on
a lake so the dogs could go swimming.
Maggie was quite the well-traveled dog. We took her
on a road trip to Minnesota and back, and as I mentioned
above, on vacation to Maine. Then we moved from
Virginia to the desert of Southern California in 2004, and
of course, Maggie came with us (as well as Cruiser and a
third golden retriever, Surfer, whom we had added to our
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Rocco: A Golden With Purpose

!

(Continued from Page 1)

Rocco will always be a huge part of our life. With
Rocco in our memories, the lessons he taught us about
love, forgiveness, kindness, and affection will be
instilled in our daughter and will be central to how we
hope to live our lives. We are thankful that GRREAT
called, thankful we accepted the opportunity to help a
dog, and thankful for the gift that Rocco was to our
lives, our marriage, and our journey into parenthood.

!For anyone reading this, please “pay it forward”, as

they say, not only to your dogs but to other dogs and
people as well. Throw a ball with them for an extra
five minutes; walk with them one more time around
the block, leave work a little early to be with them,
life can wait. Observe them, learn from them - each
dog has so many important lessons to pass along to us
mere humans. Take their unconditional love, and give
it right back to them because these amazing creatures
teach us so much about life but leave us far too early.

Rocco was always a quiet, low energy dog. It wasn’t
always clear what he needed or wanted because he
wasn’t your typical running, playing, car-riding
Golden. As he got older and older, he required a good
bit of care. Amy and I learned how to care for him
almost as one does for an infant. This turned out to be
very important training! Though at times it was
extremely difficult to help Rocco in his old age, he
taught us patience and how to interpret his needs. He
taught us how to care for someone that couldn’t tell us
what they needed. He taught us how to always
remember to love and smile by always doing that for
us. In many ways he gave us an introduction to
parenting.

!Unfortunately, Rocco started to decline more quickly

right around four months ago, just as we had our first
child. Rocco waited to meet her, but it was clear that he
wasn’t getting any better. He was a trooper and stuck
with us through the summer, letting our daughter play
and lay on him. Just as Hannah brought us together as a
couple before our wedding, Rocco taught us how to
focus on our family through our incredibly busy lives.
He gave us something to care for, something to remind
us how we should treat others, something to ground us.
Despite what had to be a hard past for him, he was
never selfish, never mean, never mad, never frustrated,
and never held a grudge. Rocco, as with all dogs
(definitely Goldens) taught us how to be better people.

!It was almost as if he waited to make sure he we were
going to be able to take good care of our daughter.
When he realized his job on this earth was done, he let
us know in his own way.
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MICROCHIPPING is a Must
by Nomi Berger, established author, now devotes herself
full-time to writing for rescue organizations across North
America, www.furever.ca
GRREAT-specific information provided by Jeff
Twining, Microchip Coordinator

!Millions of dogs go missing each year. Unfortunately,

very few of them are ever reunited with their owners.
Many of them become and remain strays. Others are
taken to pounds or shelters, where they are either
adopted out to new
homes or, all too
often, euthanized.
Now protective pet
parents, no longer
content with relying
on collars and tags
alone, have begun
microchipping their
dogs.

As with anything else, however, problems can and do
arise. Not all shelters, humane societies and veterinary
offices have scanners. Although rare, microchips can
fail, and even universal scanners may not be able to
detect every microchip. Accurate detection can also be
hampered if dogs struggle too much while being
scanned or if either long, matted hair or excess fat
deposits cover the implantation site. Because there are
an ever-increasing number of pet recovery services,
there is, as yet, no single database that links one to the
other.

! Since no method of identification is perfect, the best

way owners can protect their dogs is by being
responsible owners: Always keeping current
identification tags on their dogs, never allowing them to
roam free, and microchipping them for added
protection.

! It’s a simple and

GRREAT has partnered with AVID (American
Veterinary Identification Devices) Identification
Systems as our microchip provider of choice. AVID
has proven to be more user friendly with a much lower
fee structure for rescues than their competitors. All
GRREAT dogs are required to be microchipped.
Microchipping is also available to all non-GRREAT
dogs at a fee of $35. These fees help offset the cost to
microchip GRREAT dogs, which is done at no cost to
the adopter, and is significantly lower than the prices
charged by veterinarians (typically $55-$70 per pet).

safe procedure. A
veterinarian injects a microchip designed especially for
animals -- the size of a grain of rice -- beneath the
surface of a dog’s skin between the shoulder blades.
Similar to a routine shot, it takes only a few seconds
and most dogs don’t even seem to feel the implantation.
Unlike other forms of identification, a microchip is
permanent and, with no internal energy source, will last
the life of the dog. Once it’s implanted, the dog must
immediately be registered with the microchip company
(usually for a one-time fee), thus storing his unique,
alpha-numeric code in the company’s database.

!Microchipping is available at GRREAT Adoption Day

! Whenever a lost dog appears at a shelter, humane

events, GRREAT special functions, and specially
scheduled microchip clinics throughout our service
area.
You may contact the GRREAT Microchip
Coordinator to arrange a convenient time and location
to have your dog(s) microchipped, or to ask questions
about the program.

society or veterinary clinic, he will automatically be
scanned for a microchip. If there is one, the screen of
the handheld scanner will display that dog’s specific
code. A simple call to the recovery database using a
toll-free 800 number enables the code to be traced back
to the dog’s owner. However; in order for the system to
work efficiently, all owners are cautioned to keep their
contact information up-to-date.

! The

most complete microchips comply with
International Standards Organization (ISO) Standards.
These standards define the structure of the microchip’s
information content and determine the protocol for
scanner-microchip communication. They also include
the assignment of a 15-digit numeric identification code
to each microchip: 3 digits either for the code of the
country in which the dog was implanted or for the
manufacturer’s code; one digit for the dog’s category
(optional); and the remaining 8 or 9 digits for that dog’s
unique ID number.
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A GRREAT Big Thank You
to ALL of our Walkers, Volunteers and Sponsors for
Making This Year’s 3K Walk a GRREAT Success
RESCUE HERO

RESCUE ANGEL

Jeff and Lucinda Twining Brody, Mackenzie, Eaden and Shamus

Dave and Nancy Carter - Boston (08-041)

RESCUE PARTNER
!
The Pampered Chef
Lona Gordon - Independent Consultant
www.pamperedchef.biz/lonagordon

!

ABC Kids Therapy
Sharon Coale, MED MS CCC-SLP
Speech Therapy for all ages
7 Hartman Ct., Potomac MD 20854
301-469-8151

!

The Hansen - Modell Pack (Kodi & Kosmo) and Their Adopted Humans: Louise, Shira, Nick & Julia
Carol Taylor - In memory of Cornbread (07-188) and Traz (10-148)
Colleen Gleason - Sassy Gleason (11-223)
Elaine Feidelman - Winston & Grace Fiedelman-Shuman
Laura Catalano - “Beau”
James Wilmot
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RESCUE FRIENDS
Robert and Zoe Wade - Sammi (08-095) & Buddy (09-110)

Shelby Walker

Laura Luke - In Memory of Buddy Luke Fisher

Pepsico

Bob and Shirley Coelho - In honor of Dax and Canyon

Carla Brown - Echo (06-021)

Anita, John & Millie Funk

Melissa Neilson & Ed Yawn

Ronald and Sarah Reynolds - Spanky

Margaret Peckholdt - Gracie

Ken & Jeannie Blood - Jack and Takota

The Bottomley’s

Penny March - In honor of Boise

Susan Van Bell - In Memory of Jack

Jill Wiechert - Sandy

Catoctin Veterinary Clinic, LLC

Kearney & Company

John Ganoe - Henry (07-164)

Lona Gordon - Franco, Alexis and Bailey Gordon

Julie Palias - Cognac, Casey, Sundance, Sassy & Bailey

Richard Jefferson - “Brownie the Dog”

Barbara Boyd - Max and Scout

VCA SouthPaws Opthalmology

Jennifer Layman - Jezebel

Linda Wensley - Daise Mae (08-080)

Sport Honda & Chevrolet

Janet & Phil Hauck - GRREATGoldens@Hauck.com

Laurie Walker - Willy & Annie

Catherine Robinson - Midas & Athena Robinson

Ellen Courtney

Nancy Howell

Heather Lady - Maisey & Patricia Collier

Above: Jessie Pickard, Jeanie Blood, Takota and
Melody Phillips

!Right: Denise Malczewski, Sadie and Denise Knapp
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A Golden New Year by Barbara Bertsch Boyd, President
Happy 2014!! As an old year ends and a new one begins, we
stop to reflect on the year past and to anticipate the year ahead.
Let’s start with some statistics. GRREAT, like many other
Golden rescues across the country, has continued to see a
decline in the number of dogs coming into rescue, from 295 in
2009 to under 130 as I write this in early December 2013. No
one knows why this is occurring, but speculation includes an
improving economy, more awareness and regulation of “puppy
mills,” the growth of Craigslist and PetFinder, an increase in
the number of all-breed rescues/shelters that find Goldens very
easy to place, and recognition of the importance of spaying/
neutering. At the same time, the dogs we have coming in seem
to need increased and expensive medical care. This trend is
also shared with other Golden rescues…fewer dogs but higher
vet bills.

2013 also saw GRREAT participate in some new events. On
Valentine's Day, we spent time on Capitol Hill as part of the
ASPCA-sponsored Paws for Love, where several GRREAT
dogs enjoyed pets from Congress and staff. Over the summer,
we were twice featured at the Community Booth at Orioles
games. Wiley Coelho made friends with The Bird, and we
raised funds through a 50-50 raffle. Then the first weekend in
October, a few GRREAT folks attended the inaugural Dewey's
Golden Jubilee in Dewey Beach, Delaware. Thanks to Melody
and Jerry Phillips, GRREAT earned some recognition (and
money) by sponsoring a Pizza Pawty at Grotto Pizza. My Max
and Scout had a fun time and so did I.
Thanks to suggestions from volunteers and members, we also
instituted new processes such as recognizing sponsors of
Special Needs Dogs on our website and sending periodic
updates to regular sponsors. We established Facebook pages
for dogs with compelling stories like Sadie and Kalea. We also
completed the transition to a new accounting system which
should enable GRREAT to once again participate in the
Combined Federal Campaign and similar fund raising.

On the flip side, over 120 dogs have been adopted in 2013.
This is in spite of our controversial increase in adoption fees at
the beginning of 2013. The ratio of adoptions to intakes is as
good as or better than in previous years.
The people side of GRREAT has also seen recent changes.
Kellie Schroeder has replaced Shawne Lampert as Secretary.
Kellie is Human Resources Director for a mid-sized consulting
firm and loves Goldens, although she is between Goldens until
after her marriage later this year. She has served on the Board
of other rescue/non-profit organizations. When Kevin Lewis
stepped down as Membership Coordinator, we reviewed the
position and reconfigured it as Database Administrator. Judith
Bendig has been selected to fill that role. She will be assisted
by Amy Reed. Judy is retired from IBM and worked as a
consultant in IT. She has two Golden girls and loves the breed.
Amy is also in the IT field and volunteers as a GRREAT foster
home and transporter. We welcome Kellie, Judy, and Amy to
their new positions. Thank you to Shawne and Kevin for their
years of dedicated service to GRREAT in multiple capacities. I
also want to personally thank Bob Patenaude for his leadership
of the Transport Team. We will be filling the Transport
Coordinator position in the near future.

What can we look forward to in 2014? If you are reading this
in hard copy, you already know that we are now printing the
GRREAT News in color. We are also moving to publishing
quarterly rather than every two months. The Board will be
doing the opposite...meeting every two months rather than
quarterly. We will also be developing GRREAT's first strategic
plan.
The long-awaited new web site will actually be implemented
soon…really! It will not only look more streamlined and
modern, but it will also allow for easier updating and additional
functionality. Look for it on a computer...or smart phone or
tablet...near you.
A new year is always exciting with new members, new
volunteers, new challenges, and, of course, new dogs. We are
looking forward to another GRREAT year!

ADOPTION REPORT
Name

Ben
Booper
Bosley
Charlotte
Chico
Comet
Gabby
Gerard
Ginger
Gunner
Gypsy

GRREAT ID #

13-110
13-077
12-055
13-104
12-137
11-010
13-087
13-088
13-085
13-090
12-102

Age

Sex

Name

GRREAT ID #

2
8
7
1
6
11
6
4
6
1
3

M
M
M
F
M
M
F
M
F
M
F

Hera
Jack
Jill
Junior
Lucy
Maddie
Maggie
Oscar
Titan
Ty
Zeus

13-094
13-063
13-064
08-220
13-078
13-051
13-082
12-135
13-089
13-076
13-095
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Age

Sex

2
7
7
5
4
7
12
5
3
5
2

F
M
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
M
M

Kids and Their Pets: The Bond is a Gem !
by Skye Anderson!
Rating: 5 Bones

Barking up the Family Tree: Kids and
Their Animal Kinships, by Mark Asher
(2005, Andrews McMeel Publishing,
$12.95, 80 pp)

!

The Three P’s of Pet-Kid Photography and Their
Relationships
“There are only three things you need to photograph kids
and pets: patience, perseverance, and prayer.”
“There is no better companion, teacher or medicine for a
child than the family pet.” – Anonymous
These two quotes tell it all – about the relationship
between kids and pets and what they can teach and learn
from each other.
Barking up the Family Tree is a photographic (with
words) inspirational compilation of interviews with both
kids and their pets! From dogs and cats to birds, horses
and snakes and everything in between.

!
And what did Jessie-the-dog learn from Jordan? That if
she waits until the adults go to bed, she can sleep on his
boy Jordan’s bed!

Where do Kids and Pets Belong?
Together!

Kimberly and Jake-the-Lab like swimming in the ocean
and sharing a big, stuffy pillow.

What can I say about this photo collection of kids and
their best friends set against staggeringly majestic trees,
leaning on weathered fences, lying on the green summer
grass, sitting on an old garden bench, walking in the rain
with a bright yellow slicker, squatting on a bale of hay,
playing gleefully in a pile of Autumn leaves, or riding to
nowhere in wheelbarrows and baskets – kids and pets
belong outdoors, playing.

Spike wants to be a bouncer so he can patrol the dog park
and keep out the lap dogs. And one little girl would like
to be a bear, so she can sleep all winter and miss school.
Great idea
Barking up the Family Tree gives me a great idea for a
new column in our golden retriever rescue newsletter.
Thanks, Mark Asher! For a great idea and for a book to
keep.

The Bond is a Gem, The Inteviews are Awesome
Both the pet and the kid interviews are the gems,
although tied for first place with the professional scenic
photos.

Bonus: And, finally, yes, even kids and their pets
sometimes look alike!

Each kid-pet pair talks about their common interests,
their favorite activities to do together. They are also
asked about what they have learned from each other (yes,
we learn from our best friends) and if the kid were an
animal, what animal would he be, plus, if the pet were a
person, what kind of person would he be? The answers
are hilarious and thought-provoking.

Skye Anderson has a master of science degree (in
avian cytogenetics) and writes for Yankee Dog News
and other publications. She teaches canine massage
and first aid, and has presented workshops at
Goldstock, the Golden Retriever rescue camp, for 10
years (she is a Lab and Golden Retriever person). She
can be reached at skyebird48@hotmail.com.

For Example
What did Jordan learn from Jessie (his dog)? Not to leave
his toys on the floor, especially stuffed animals.
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My Life with Goldens by Joy Levy
I’ve been a devoted
Golden Retriever fan
since my earliest days.
Our family dog growing
u p , R o c k y, w a s a
Golden-Collie mix, and
he was a wild man. In
fact, we got him as a
pup from a neighbor
who gave him up
because he was too
much to handle. He was
a biter and a general
terror to everyone else
on the street, but to us
he was loyal and loving,
and he was my third
brother from the age of
4 until we had to put
him down just prior to
me leaving for college.
It wasn’t until I was in
my late 20’s with a
Joy and Tahoe enjoying a Golden Moment on his last day
house of my own that I
could finally get the dog I’d
been pining for since Rocky’s death. I’d always wanted a Golden puppy, and the deal I made with myself was one pup,
and any dog after that would be a rescue. I shared 10 wonderful years with Kenai. He was my constant companion,
travel partner and spiritual advisor. When I came home from work one day and found him passed away, I was absolutely
devastated, as was my then boyfriend, now husband, Dave.
Dave and I moved in together not long after Kenai’s death into a lovely old house in Catonsville. It wasn’t long before
I was scanning GRREAT and Goldheart’s websites. I kept seeing this one guy, Winston, on Goldheart’s site. He was so
sweet and sad looking and he’d been on there for a while. He was 8, and it occurred to me that senior dogs were
probably harder to adopt. Dave and I welcomed Winston into our home at the end of 2002. He was wonderful but he had
separation anxiety issues and would try to singlehandedly tunnel out of the front door each day when we went to work.
We’d come home to find wood and paint chips everywhere and Winston highly agitated. We tried everything we could
think of, but nothing really worked. Until Buoy.
Buoy was a 10 year old Goldheart rescue who’d spent the previous two years tied up outside someone’s house after the
family decided they didn’t want him inside anymore. Dave and I always called him, “the Grateful Face” because he
always looked just so incredibly happy to be inside and part of a family again. He and Winston got along amazingly
well, and Winston never touched the door again. We only had Buoy for 3 years. He developed some kind of
neurological problem and started falling down a lot and listing to the side whenever he stood. He was the first dog Dave
and I had to put down.
After a while, we decided Winston needed a buddy, and into our home we welcomed 10 year old Bud, a GRREAT
rescue. Bud was a character. He and Winston got off to a bit of a rocky start, but it wasn’t long before they co-existed
!10

Continued on page 11

My Life with Goldens
(Continued from page 10)
peacefully. Bud didn’t really like other dogs, though, and he made that known on several occasions. He also wasn’t the
most affectionate guy, but we loved him just the same. He mellowed with age and eventually, he became a real softie.
But by this time, Winston had become ill. We had to put him down at the age of 16, after 8 wonderful years with him.
Several months after Winston’s passing, we
adopted Tahoe, an 8 year old sweetie, from
GRREAT. Bud was quite a gentleman at this point,
and he and Tahoe hit it off from the start. Tahoe had
so many health issues during the almost 4 years we
had him, and we spent so much time at the vet’s,
that we called him our Million Dollar Baby. Despite
his troubles, he was so stoic, so loving and had the
most amazing outlook on life, you couldn’t help but
be inspired by him. Tahoe lost his Buddy in
February of this year. Dave and I were learning that
not only didn’t it get any easier to take your friends
to the Bridge, it actually seems to get harder.
Not long after Bud’s passing, a distant family
member was looking to re-home a Golden who had
outlived two owners. We weren’t quite ready yet
emotionally, but as Dave said, we had an opening, so
12-year old Sabrina joined our pack in April. She and Tahoe became fast friends, though she did not like sharing our
attention with him. To be fair, Tahoe was a total love sponge and we indulged him, especially as his health declined
and we knew his end was near. I’m still
heartbroken over putting Tahoe down in August.
He was my special boy and I miss him so very
much.
Sabrina came to us with lymphoma and is now
in her decline, so once again, we will be facing
that awful decision in the not too distant future.
This year has been so hard for us, having lost
Buddy and Tahoe within months of each other.
Friends ask – why do you keep getting the old
ones – you know you’re going to have to keep
dealing with this. Over the years it’s just
become what we do. My heart always aches the
most for the seniors who find themselves
without a home after being part of a family for
years. And Dave is right there with me. It’s
never been easy, but I always tell people that we
get back so much more from them than we give.
As anyone involved in rescue knows, these pups
know when they’re being given another chance
at the good life and they thank you in a million ways every day.
Editor’s Note: Sabrina passed on November 2, 2013 after a slow decline due to lymphoma and joint issues. On a positive note,
they have reapplied to GRREAT so they can start a new journey with a very lucky Golden.
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Madison: The Lucky Unlucky Golden!
by Denise Malczewski, Foster Home Approval Coordinator
Most of the dogs that come through GRREAT go on to their
forever homes in a matter of weeks. They come into the
rescue, they are checked over by a veterinarian and receive
vaccines, get spayed or neutered if necessary, stay with their
foster home for a while, and then get adopted.

supplements were added to her diet. She was put on a low
residue diet with lots of protein and fresh vegetables. After
two weeks, Madison was able to do the stairs once a day and
she had her first normal poop!

!

!

Next, her foster home gradually increased her walking
distance and started on exercises to strengthen her core
muscles using a balancing disc. On walks, Madison would
squat and try to pee and poop, but nothing came out. Finally
she was able to get out one small poop! Unfortunately, she
has not been able to do it on a regular basis. Her foster mom
found that massaging Madison's belly helped, so after her
walks she gets a massage to empty her bowels.

For some, however, that road is rockier and the trip to their
forever home is longer. These dogs with health issues are
perhaps the most fortunate of dogs because of GRREAT’s
commitment to helping them get healthy. They are unlucky
to have these serious health problems, and yet lucky to be in
GRREAT.

!

Madison is one of these lucky-unlucky
dogs. Madison, age 9, was turned over
to GRREAT in May 2013 when her
owner was in failing health with bad
knees. Madison had been having bowel
and urinary accidents for months, and
her issues had gone undiagnosed and
untreated.

Encouraged by Madison’s progress, her
surgeon recommended she do swim
therapy daily. Her routine for the day is
a short walk in the morning, then a
cleaning of her underside, breakfast,
another walk, another cleaning, a break
until 2:30, then some core exercises,
another walk, swim therapy, short break,
dinner, then another walk and a rinse of
her underside. If this sounds like a full
time job, you are right.

!

Madison’s first foster home took her in
knowing she had incontinence issues.
Working with GRREAT, they quickly
arranged for Madison to be seen by a
neurologist veterinarian, and an MRI
showed that she had three ruptured discs
in her back. She was taken immediately
into surgery. The back surgery was
successful, but this was just the
beginning of Madison’s long road to
recovery. She was going to need months
of rehabilitation to recover her bowel
and bladder control.
(In addition to
taking in a dog they knew was ill, this foster home made a
very generous financial contribution to GRREAT, covering
the cost of her surgery.)

!

Madison now has control over her
bodily functions for 2-4 hours. She goes
up and down stairs like a pro. She is
playing with toys and the other dogs in
the household. She does not have full
control of her faculties - yet - but her
foster home is seeing small
improvements each week, and we
remain hopeful that Madison will regain
control of her bowels and bladder.

!

Taking care of Madison has been a major commitment by all
three of her foster homes. Each one contributed greatly to her
care and gave her what she needed at that time. It has taken a
small “village” to help Madison towards her goal of regaining
function and control of her body.

!

When Madison was ready to leave the veterinary neurologic
hospital after surgery, she was moved to her second foster
home, a place that offered easy access to the outside and a
retired person home much of the time to care for her. There
Madison did her initial healing, confined to a pen but near
people and other Goldens. Her first post-operative check-up
showed that her spine was healing. But with no bowel and
bladder control, Madison was far from being ready for
adoption.

GRREAT has helped many of these lucky-unlucky dogs
with all sorts of problems over the years and will continue to
do so as long as possible. We have learned a lot about how to
treat and care for these complex cases, much of which we can
use for future dogs that come in. Not everyone is up for the
challenge of fostering these complex cases, but everyone can
be part of the “village” by providing financial support. The
surgery and follow-up treatments cost a lot of money.
Without continued financial support of these dogs, we cannot
do the things we need to do for dogs like Madison.

!

After a month in the second foster home, Madison went to
her third foster home. This foster family – the one she is with
now – has a strong background in medicine and
rehabilitation.
They are providing Madison with swim
therapy, acupuncture, massage, core exercises, and a holistic
diet.

!

If you wonder why GRREAT is so dedicated to helping
these dogs, all you need to do is look into their eyes and see
the sparkle, see their ears perk up, see that Golden smile, and
watch them play with toys and other dogs again. Then you
understand why we help the lucky-unlucky dogs.

!

The first things that needed to be done for Madison’s
rehabilitation were to start her on laser and acupuncture
therapy as well as multiple walks. Her surgeon approved her
to start walking up and down steps, however, she tired easily.
Her muscles had become weak due to inactivity. Her diet
was changed to help her bowels start moving properly and
form normal stools. Glucosamine and other senior

!

Editor’s Note: A tail wag! It appears that Madison has
regained some sensation in her lower spine, enough to allow
her to wag her tail.
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Th an k Yo u fo r Yo u r D o n a t io n s
October 10 - December 4, 2013
*denotes total contribution of $100-$499
**denotes total contribution of $500-$999
***denotes total contribution of $1000 or more

Joshua and all Goldens that have passed
away. -- Jerry Cann*

Jim Stillwell and Barbara Brincefield
Andrew Fridley
Sue and Charles Henkin*
John and Heidi Rhodes*
Anita and Frank Abbruscato
Roberta Dorn
Cynthia Van Ditta
Nicolette Parisi
Sam and Lisa Miller
Maria & Tim Brown
Michael O'Connor

Jane Carter who died in 2006 and received
great benefits in her final years from a
Golden Retriever. -- Michael Stauffer

!

!
!

Bailey, loved and cared for by Jessie and
Dan Pickard. -- Nancy Liebhauser and
Patrick Stump**

!

Douglas McKelvey. Doug loved his Golden
Retrievers! -- Judith Perkins

!

!
!In Memory of…
!Our dear Elvis (Jester 07-233) who left us

Doug McKelvey. He and his wife, Susan,
were constant volunteers, foster parents and
adoptive parents. -- Catherine Liebl*

!
Jasmine Mulroy. -- Laurie Friedman
!!
In Honor of…
!A GRREAT volunteer, Trish Collier.
Nancy and Dave Smith*
!

for the Rainbow Bridge on 7/28/13. The
cancer he had took him so quickly with little
warning. Our hearts are heavy with the loss
of this sweet, handsome, lovable boy. The
vets referred to him as a "Southern
Gentleman", and that he was! Also, this is
to honor our "Buddy", my deceased
Mother's dog, little "Sweetie" who was no
longer wanted by our neighbors and our new
Golden "SpringTide", who will love going
on the GRREAT home visits here in VA.
Thank you for all the wonderful work you
do for our beautiful Goldens. -- Richard and
Jule Ann Cheslock*

--

Junior (08-220).
We are so grateful to
GRREAT for giving Goldens with all sorts
of issues the chance to live the rest of their
lives as healthy as possible in loving homes.
We admire and respect the work of the board
and volunteers, particularly those we know
through our fostering: Shirley, Lucinda,
Mary, Jessie and Theresa.-- Diana and Doug
Hellinger***

!

Ruby Tuesday (05-213). Our Ruby Tuesday
passed away peacefully in her sleep on
October 9, 2013. We adopted her in Dec.,
2005 and she will greatly missed by all those
who knew her. -- Donald and Lynlee Brock

!My sister, Barbara Boyd, and her contributions
to GRREAT. – Marjorie Jones

!
Rex. – Diane Lanigan
!
For Other Reasons…
!For Sassy. -- Nancy Cohen

!

Rowdy and Scout, Sharon McIlrath's 2 cats,
recently deceased. -- Carmen & Lynn
Thompson

!

Continued on page 14
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Donations !
(Continued from page 13)

Corporate Giving

!Weber's Pet Supermarket.
-Proceeds from Dog Wash in August**
!Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
-Jeff and Kay Fracher*
!!
Forever Friends

GRREAT operates three funds for dogs with special needs.
The Leo Fund provides surgical care, the Simile-Finale Fund
provides holistic and alternative therapies (acupuncture,
swim therapy, etc.), and Chief’s Fund provides MRI
diagnostics.

!To support these funds, make the selection on the online
donation page www.grreat.org/donate/donorinfo.htm) or
mention the fund in a letter with your contribution by mail.

!

Memorials can be seen at:

Thank you!

http://grreat.org/foreverfriends/index.htm

!
Sponsor Me!
!For Stevie (08-208) and Trooper
(09-209). - Trish Collier
!I am happy to sponsor Humble so that
she may get the halo to help her get
around after now losing both of her
eyes. I would like to sponsor her in the
memory of my golden, Bailey, who lost
a battle with lymphoma in 2006.
Wishing blessings to Humble and her
very special foster mom, Jennifer.
- Carolyn Medlock

!Humble (12-143): In honor of Humble's
foster mom. - Robin Graham**
!Hi Humble. I just saw some pics and

Leo’s Corner

!

!!
!!
For Chassidy and Polar Bear.
-Joe O'Neill and Walt Atha
!!
Leo’s Pals (up to $99)

Leo’s Angels ($100-499)

!!
Chief’s Fund
!Simile-Finale Fund
! Christine Umberger
Leo’s Heroes ($500+)

read a message from Jennifer. I want to
send you a few $$$ to assist you and
your recovery. Stay strong, sweet
Humble. Hugs and <3. -Marni Chartier*

Don't Miss a Thing!
Renew your GRREAT membership for 2014!
We are very pleased to announce that despite the
spiraling cost of veterinary care, we are keeping
the membership fee at $40 for 2014; the fourth
successive year with no fee increase.

!For Lacey (12-036).
-Diane and John Hein*
!For Humble (12-143).

We are dependent upon membership dues,
donations, and fundraising to operate. Your $40
membership dues keep the "GRREAT News"
coming and will help save more Goldens in
2014. If you elect to "opt-out" of receiving the
newsletter by mail, the $40 is fully tax
deductible. If you choose to receive the printed
newsletter, $30 is tax deductible ($10 is the
value of goods and services received).
Membership also confers one vote in GRREAT
elections.

- Jennifer Joanne Devereaux

Please support GRREAT by becoming a member at:
http://www.grreat.org/membership/mbr_center.htm
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HERE’S A DONATION
q

VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED

I’d like to make a donation to GRREAT for

_____________________________________

_________________________________________

Please complete this form to volunteer. Return to:

q In honor of
_____________________________________

GRREAT
Attention: Volunteer Coordinator
P.O. Box 190, Merrifield, VA 22116

q In memory of
_____________________________________

Name ___________________________________________

q To thank
_____________________________________

City, State, Zip____________________________________

All donations are tax deductible and are
gratefully acknowledged in GRREAT News.

Home Phone (______)_____________________________

Street ___________________________________________

E-mail Address ____________________________________

Cell Phone (______)_______________________________
Work Phone (______)______________________________

Checks should be made payable to GRREAT.
Please mail forms with your contribution to:
GRREAT, P.O. Box 190, Merrifield, VA 22116

OK to call at work?

q

Yes

q

No

Please indicate any area of interest.

q

MEMBERSHIP FORM

The appropriate GRREAT Coordinator will contact you
for more information.

New Member

_____ Become a foster home for GRREAT dogs

q

Renewal

Name ________________________________________
Address ______________________________________

_____ Help at Adoption Events, Education Events,
Fundraising & Micro-chipping Clinics

q

_____ Transport GRREAT dogs (to/from vet, animal
shelter, etc.)

Mark here if this is an address or name change

Phone ( ____)________________________________
E-mail Address______________________________

_____ Perform home visits for potential adopters prior to
adoption
_____ Additional Information or Comments:

Mark as many as applicable:

_________________________________________________

q

I am enclosing $40 for my 2014 membership dues.

q

I am enclosing a tax-deductible donation of $______.

q

_________________________________________________

I am interested in becoming a GRREAT Volunteer.

_________________________________________________

(Please fill out and return Volunteer form as well).

q

!

q

!

_________________________________________________

II am enclosing $10 (each) for a 2014 Golden
Membership(s). Please write name of dog(s).

!!

_________________________________________________

This form can be filled out online at

I am interested in donating the following services or
supplies to GRREAT:

www.grreat.org/vol_form.htm

_________________________________________________
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GOLDEN RETRIEVER RESCUE, EDUCATION AND TRAINING
P.O. Box 190
Merrifield, VA 22116

GRREAT Ca lenda r of Events

Ginger 12-113

There is a rescue for Golden Retrievers? This is a commonly asked question at the numerous
events in which GRREAT participates. When people discover that GRREAT takes in about 250
dogs every year, you can see the shock and amazement on their faces and you can hear it in their
voices. People know that Golden Retrievers are such good dogs, so they can’t help but wonder
“Why would anyone give up a Golden?” It is because of comments such as these that GRREAT
attends events to help educate the public on the need for rescue and the Golden Retriever breed.
GRREAT is always looking for and in need of committed volunteers who wish to give some of their
time to attend events. For a list of upcoming events go to www.grreat.org/calendar.htm. For more
information on any event, please e-mail events@grreat. org and if you wish to volunteer at any
event, please e-mail volunteer@grreat.org.

Your Stories Wanted
Every dog adopted through GRREAT is
special; each has a unique story to share.
Our readers love to read about your
happy endings and shared journeys. If
you have a story you think other readers
would enjoy, please submit it via email to:
newsletter@grreat.org. Be sure to include
a photo as a separate attachment.

January

February

January 4, 2014
ADOPTION DAY
Hunt Valley, MD 12pm - 2pm
Pet Valu - Hunt Valley Town Centre

February 1, 2014
ADOPTION DAY
Vienna, VA 12pm - 2pm
PETCO

114 Shawan Rd., Hunt Valley, MD 20130

225 Maple Ave., Vienna, VA 22180

!

!
January 25, 2014

ANNUAL MEETING
12-2 pm
Davis Community Library
6400 Democracy Blvd.
Bethesda, MD 20817
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!
!

Please be sure to submit your
adoption application at least four
weeks prior to the event. We cannot
approve applications on the spot.

